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In a recent contribution to Political Analysis, Schneider (2018) criticizes my article on the
methodology of necessary conditions in Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA). In that
article, I demonstrated Schneider and Wagemann’s (2013) Theory-Guided/Enhanced Standard
Analysis (T/ESA) to be self-defeating because the procedure, in contradistinction to the
inventors’ stated purpose, virtually always produces conservative solutions, and not enhanced
parsimonious or intermediate solutions. I referred to this phenomenon as the CONSOL effect
(Thiem 2016).1 More generally, Schneider places his commentary in the broader context of
what he sees as a split in the QCA community between the majority of “realists” and a small
minority of “idealists”.
Two main arguments thus make up Schneider’s critique. The first is specific to Thiem
(2016) and focuses on T/ESA [Section 2 and parts of Section 3 in Schneider (2018)]; the
second maintains that “QCA idealists” lack all connections to “real” science and are therefore
of no help to empirical researchers [parts of Section 3 and Section 4 in Schneider (2018)]. In
contrast, “QCA realists” like Schneider supposedly “make QCA applicable to, and useful for,
real social science research” (Schneider 2018: 252). I respond to the second argument first
because a reply to it does not require any knowledge of QCA or technicalities. It simply is a
personal story from behind the scenes of science.

QCA Realists vs. QCA Idealists? The View of a Convert
In contrast to Michael Baumgartner—an analytical philosopher by background with whom I
have co-authored many of the studies labelled by Schneider as “idealist”—I have been raised
inside the very same social science QCA community that Schneider says he is part of: I have
studied business administration, economics and political science; my PhD, defended in
October 2012 at ETH Zurich, was co-supervised by Daniele Caramani, Charles Ragin and
Gary Goertz; I was a teaching assistant to Carsten Schneider and Claudius Wagemann at the
ECPR methods summer school in Ljubljana in 2011; and I co-taught the IQMR (Institute for
Qualitative and Multi-Method Research) course on QCA with Charles Ragin at Syracuse
University in 2013. My first empirical QCA application (Thiem 2011) was published during
my second year as a PhD student, I reinvigorated the COMPASSS website and bibliography,
and I was a management board member of COMPASSS from 2012 to 2016, years during
which I had also established and organized the annual “International QCA Expert Workshop”
in Zurich. If anything, I was an applied QCA researcher with as many connections to real
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empirical research as one could possibly have. My areas of expertise are in European foreign
and security policy (Haesebrouck & Thiem 2017; Thiem 2011).
However, during these years of trying to apply the conventional QCA toolkit to realworld data, I got into ever closer contact with the innermost mechanics of this method, its
algorithms, its mathematical foundations, and its philosophical background, about all of
which I found very little in existing writings. I began to study books on electrical engineering,
where QCA’s Quine-McCluskey algorithm originally comes from, philosophical texts on
theories of causation, which was essential for understanding Mackie’s INUS theory and
criticisms of it, and I started delving much deeper into the formalities of Boolean algebra and
its various extensions than the snippets presented in Ragin (1987; 2008) or Schneider and
Wagemann (2012). In addition, I increasingly exchanged views and arguments with Michael
Baumgartner, whom I first met at ETH Zurich, and who provided me with the fresh input only
someone external to the social-science QCA community could do.
It was during these years that I more and more discovered, and became firmly
convinced, that what Goertz, Schneider, Ragin, Rihoux and Wagemann were publishing and
teaching was flawed in many regards. Not only did these scholars ignore a considerable body
of literature that had already been written in analytical philosophy and electrical engineering
decades ago (although they regularly cited these works) but this ignorance led to a raft of
arguments, proposals, procedures and “standards of good QCA practice” that were
problematic at best, downright false at worst, or simply internally so inconsistent that one
could always cherry-pick one’s favored view.
Illustrative examples for this claim? See Schneider and Wagemann (2012: 108), where
the authors argue that a redundant condition could well be an INUS, that is, a non-redundant
condition (see Thiem & Baumgartner 2016: 805, footnote 6 on this); or Schneider’s argument
that conservative solutions do not rest on any assumptions about remainders (Schneider &
Wagemann 2012: 162), followed by an argument by the same author that conservative
solutions rest on assumptions about remainders (Schneider & Rohlfing 2016: 546, first
published in May 2014), followed by an argument by the same author that conservative
solutions do not rest on any assumptions about remainders (Wagemann & Schneider 2015:
40); or Ragin’s argument that QCA is a method for identifying INUS conditions (Ragin and
Strand 2008: 431-432), whereas Rihoux (2006) enumerates five main purposes of QCA,
among which the identification of INUS conditions is none. Such a list of problems could
easily be extended over pages.
Similarly alienating for me was the way these authors dealt with criticism of QCA.
Instead of engaging constructively with their critics, many of whom presented valid points
that should have been taken seriously (such as Lucas and Szatrowski’s (2014) criticism that
QCA has never, in fact, been demonstrated to work the way it was claimed it works),
proponents built up a wall of outright rejection or tried to immunize QCA against any sober
attempt of evaluation. No one likes admitting mistakes or omissions, but the degree to which
QCA’s core group defended their respective territory appeared more motivated by concerns
about scholarly reputation and personal dislikes rather than a genuine interest in the
advancement of science.
It was during this time of growing disturbance with what I was witnessing that I began
to write and publish articles demonstrating that the path this group of scholars had established,

and kept a firm grip on, was full of stumbling blocks and highly questionable practices.2 From
all these years of experience with applying QCA to empirical data, and from the knowledge I
had gathered by studying books and articles other than those usually given as reading material
in conventional QCA courses, I developed the convictions I now hold in 2018, convictions
that stem from the realities of “real” research. And because they stem from these realities I
apply them in my own research on QCA, integrate them in workshops I teach in Europe and
the US, present them at conferences to applied researchers and other methodologists, and
draw on them when carrying out consultancy work for international organizations and when
advising applied researchers during their projects.
Thus, I firmly believe there are no “QCA idealists” or “QCA realists”. There are only
those who challenge conventional wisdom and those who try to preserve the status quo by all
means. Cutting edge research always meets fierce resistance if it challenges conventional
wisdom, which is, after all, not such a negative feature of science as Kuhn (2012 [1962]) had
already argued. It fulfils a minimum filtering function. Yet, this same resistance also often
prevents, or at least delays, positive change because senior researchers enjoy first mover
advantages, occupy important veto positions as journal editors or manuscript reviewers, they
can leverage considerably more human and financial resources, and young researchers often
depend on their reference letters for grants and jobs.

T/ESA: A Tool for “Real” QCA Research?
Schneider argues that my criticism of T/ESA is “unconvincing and incoherent both for QCA
realists and idealists”. Had Schneider not just skimmed my publications, but instead read them
in detail, he would have quickly noticed that I have already questioned, in 2014, the purpose
of separate preceding tests for necessary conditions, as practiced in conventional QCA
research, in the context of causal data analysis (Thiem 2014). What is more, however, in
Thiem (2016: 479) I first alert readers to the fact that I do by no means imply by anything I
would be going to show that “necessity analyses are purposeful in the context of causal
inference with QCA”. At a later stage, I again repeat that the standard Boolean definition of a
necessary condition has nothing to do with causation (Thiem 2016: 480). All I wanted to do
was to show that one need not even make this more “fundamental argument against preceding
tests for necessary conditions […] for proving T/ESA ill conceived.” (Thiem, 2016: 479).
From this perspective, I am a die-hard idealist in Schneider’s view of QCA’s scientific
community.
Since Schneider seems to have overlooked all these passages, let me re-enter the realm
of “QCA realism” for the moment again in order to prevent talking at cross purposes, and
assume that separate tests for necessary conditions supposedly help prevent so-called
untenable assumptions to enter Quine-McCluskey’s minimization process. Schneider argues
that QCA realists have formulated several criteria that need to be applied during the search for
necessary conditions: empirical consistency, empirical relevance, and conceptual
meaningfulness. Let me start with what Schneider calls “conceptual meaningfulness” because
he has already mentioned this concept in a recent piece that was part of a symposium in
One of my first pieces was a criticism of Vink, van Vliet, Schneider and Wagemann’s dismissal of multi-value
QCA (Thiem 2013).
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Comparative Political Studies (Schneider 2016; Thiem, Baumgartner & Bol 2016; Thiem &
Baumgartner 2016), and because it stands somewhat apart from the other two, more formal
criteria.
First of all, it should be pointed out that I have never read any other methodological
texts on QCA by anyone else apart from Schneider that elaborates on, let alone clearly
defines, “conceptual meaningfulness”. Schneider did not say anything more detailed about
this concept in Schneider (2016), but he seems to try and be more explicit in section 2.3 of his
current critique. Re-citing the definition of necessity under the Boolean-algebraic branch of
propositional logic that I emphasized in my original article, Schneider clarifies that “QCA
realists do not follow this particular notion of necessity” (p.248). Instead, he argues that QCA
realists focus on so-called “SUIN” conditions, conditions that are “sufficient but unnecessary
part[s] of a factor that is insufficient but necessary for an outcome”. “Sufficient”?
“Unnecessary”? “Insufficient”? “Necessary”? Unless QCA realists have definitions of these
four terms that again deviate from the Boolean-algebraic definitions under propositional logic,
QCA realists move in circles. Nowhere does Schneider present a meaningful conception of
“conceptual meaningfulness”.
The other two criteria are “empirical consistency” and “empirical relevance”, the first
of which I also use in my article. If QCA realists are supposedly able to deal with messy as
well as ideal data, whereas QCA idealists are only able to deal with ideal, but not messy data,
all of QCA realists’ procedures should work also for ideal data. After all, what is the sense of
having procedures that mess it up when the data are free of problems? At least I do not know
any empirical researcher who would prefer low-quality data over high-quality data. The
following example will be made deliberately extreme in order to bring out the core point, but
any other example would do as well.
Suppose there are ten exogenous factors A to J, and an endogenous factor Z. The
outcome to be analyzed is Z{1}. However, there are only two cases which we have data on,
call them a and b. Using the fs/QCA software by Ragin and Davey (2017), which around 90
per cent of all applied QCA researchers have relied on so far (according to my database of
946 published QCA applications), you will see the following after importing this small data
set:

Cases a and b are exactly alike, except on variables J and Z. By all standards of
empirical data analysis for causal inference, and particularly by all standards of INUS
causation, it is immediately obvious that J is the only factor which causal relevance can be
ascribed to with respect to Z: Z changes from 1 to 0 when J changes from 0 to 1 in the

presence of the other conditions (A{1}, B{0}, C{0}, …), but no other factor varies.3
Therefore, it can be inferred that J{0} must be part of the causal recipe explaining Z{1}.
Expressed functionally in the Boolean language of QCA, J{0} ↔ Z{1}, or, more accurately
J{0}Φ ˅ Ψ ↔ Z{1}, where Φ simply represents further, as yet unknown conditions of the
conjunction involving J{0}, and Ψ all further conjunctions that are minimally sufficient for
Z{1} yet also still unknown (cf. Mackie’s concept of “gappy” knowledge).
Schneider, however, would first conduct a test for necessity, which would reveal all
atomic conditions that characterize case a to be necessary for Z{1}: A{1}, B{0}, C{0}, D{1},
E{1}, F{1}, G{0}, H{1}, I{1}, and J{0}. All these conditions show perfect empirical
consistency, and Boolean algebra would have nothing more to offer here. By the laws of
Boolean algebra, all these conditions are necessary for Z{1}. Since empirical relevance was
nowhere mentioned in Schneider and Wagemann (2013)—the main work on T/ESA—T/ESA
is forced to produce the conservative solution, which I referred to as the CONSOL effect. Bar
Quine-MCluskey from access to all remainders that show the negation of these ten conditions,
and A{1}B{0}C{0}D{1}E{1}F{1}G{0}H{1}I{1}J{0} ↔ Z{1} results as the conservative
solution. As should be obvious at this stage, however, this cannot possibly be correct. Not
mainly because an inference about ten causal relevancies from only two cases should sound
alarm to any methodologist, irrespective of whether s/he is proficient in QCA or not, but
because nine of the ten exogenous factors listed in the solution do not even vary! Strangely
enough, QCA realists, who “often base their analysis on the intermediate or conservative
solution” (Schneider 2018: 252), would have no reservations presenting such a solution to
their readers.4
Since the publication of Schneider and Wagemann (2013), however, QCA realists
have apparently also decided, in parallel to their adherence to conservative solutions, that the
laws of Boolean algebra cannot be trusted anymore, at least not fully, or at least not when
these laws do not work in the direction QCA realists would like them to work. So they have
added another formal criterion before agreeing that a condition is necessary for some
outcome: empirical relevance, as measured by coverage (and/or the so-called Relevance of
Necessity Score) (Schneider 2018: 248; Schneider and Wagemann 2012: 236).
Now, as the consistency and coverage of only J{0} reach acceptable levels (unity for
both measures), QCA realists should present J{0} ↔ Z{1} as the solution. That solution,
however, is something that would also have been achieved by any straightforward standard
application of Quine-McCluskey, or any other optimization algorithm. In other words, half-acentury old wine has been put into new bottles, and sold to applied researchers as cutting-edge
QCA methodology. What QCA realists do is nothing more than identifying INUS conditions
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Sometimes, proponents of QCA argue that QCA has nothing to do with the INUS theory of causation. For
example, in a recent review I got, a reviewer wrote: “…the author appears to misunderstand the underlying logic
of QCA. […] INUS causation is not central to QCA.” Such claims are, of course, non-sense to all researchers
who are familiar with the INUS theory as well as QCA (e.g., Cartwright 2007:34-35; Reiss 2009:23). And if that
does not convince someone, maybe Ragin’s own words do: “… QCA allows for causal complexity—for the
possibility that no single cause may be either necessary or sufficient. Instead, causes are viewed as INUS
conditions […]” (Ragin and Strand 2008:431-432).
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I have shown elsewhere that conservative solutions are prone to regularly present such unwarranted causal
inference and thus commit causal fallacies (Baumgartner and Thiem 2017), and I have explained why this is the
case (Thiem 2017).

that are also necessary for the outcome, and as Mackie has already mentioned that “it is not
part of the definition of an INUS condition that it should not be necessary…”, QCA realists
have simply reinvented the wheel that many others have been turning for decades.
While the previous example had no analytical consequences for QCA realists as far as
the final solution was concerned, the following data set serves to show how QCA realists can
easily be led to quite unreal conclusions:

To increase the vividness of the example, suppose “Z” denotes “feeling extremely
unwell”, “H” the swallowing of a base in considerable quantity, “I” the swallowing of an acid
in considerably quantity, and “J” whether a person gets at least eight hours of calm sleep a
night. What would QCA realists make of these data? Clearly, J{1} is not only perfectly
consistent but also perfectly relevant for Z{1}. Thus, QCA realists would conclude that the
QCA solution must be J{1} ↔ Z{1} as shown below, that getting at least eight hours of calm
sleep per night causes people to feel extremely unwell. I suppose QCA realists would already
have problems selling this story to themselves.

What would an “idealist” analysis that rejects T/ESA and all its premises, for instance
with the QCApro package by Thiem (2018), derive? The output from such an analysis is
shown below. It would discover the same, implausible story that also realists would produce,
but it would, in addition, provide an alternative story, one that is much more convincing, but
contains no necessary conditions whatsoever: feeling extremely unwell would result from
taking either a considerable quantity of a base but not a considerable quantity of an acid, or

vice versa, but not from taking equal quantities of both (because they neutralize each other) or
neither.

In other words, QCA realists, unlike QCA idealists, often have no chance of
uncovering the real story behind their data, which turns Schneider’s argument on its head. At
the end of the day, it remains the choice of applied researchers which template to follow, but I
am certainly happy to see that some researchers have already decided to employ the “idealist”
template, and have succeeded in publishing such studies (e.g., Andreas et al. 2017).
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